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While in the past a window may once have been merely a way of covering an opening in the 

façade, a way of letting in daylight, or a way of viewing the outside world from indoors, 
today’s window is an intelligent façade with increasingly smart functions.

The window is no longer a façade element simply added at the last minute, as an afterthought in 
the construction process. The glass façade has become an integral element in the intelligent façade, 
a smart element within the total function of a building. 

Various disciplines often work alongside each other in order to facilitate the use of new technical 
innovations in this area. Where matters such as heat storage and ventilation are concerned in 
particular, innovations are developing at a rapid pace. Glass panels not only take care of climate 
control, they also increasingly determine the architectural image. Breathtaking tours de force in 
glass, sometimes in combination with layers of ETFE plastic sheeting, acrylic plastics, and other 
materials such as steel and aluminium, resulting in spectacular glass churches; in skyscrapers 
consisting of glass façades stretching hundreds of metres into the sky; in buildings with double-
walled glass façades in which the space between both walls serves as a huge heat storage area, 
forming the axis of the climate control system of the building as a whole; in CO2-neutral, recyclable 
houses consisting of triple layers of glass panels that take care of their own energy needs - it is all 
possible with an intelligent building management system.

Architects and engineers are therefore gradually shifting from state-of-the-art façades to 
intelligent buildings. These intelligent buildings are still not common in the 
CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States), but hopefully the trend will  also 
develop soon in this region; it helps to save money and improve returns on 
investments. Reynaers acknowledges the importance of this requirement, and 
is constantly innovating in order to develop systems that offer a combination 
of aesthetic design, optimum stability, high thermal and acoustic insulation.

Utilizing and optimizing the overall functionality of buildings together is 
and remains an exciting challenge. 

Andrey Klimenko 
Regional Manager Reynaers CIS 
(Commonwealth of Independent States)

We kindly invite you to Batimat 2013 
(Villepinte-FRANCE)! Come and discover 
our latest innovations such as the Hi-Finity 
sliding system and the new Purity handles 
from November 4 to November 8.
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Ski hotel with style 
 Val ThorenS (Fr) — Val Thorens, 

located in the French Alps, is 
the highest ski resort in Europe. 
Hotel Altapura, completed in 
2011 compliments the mountain 
scenery while adhering to the 
local style. The architects of 
Studio Arch refined the ‘building 
blocks’ of architecture char-
acteristic to this region with 
staggered façades, adapting it 
to today’s standards. The result 
is a striking building with all the 
modern conveniences, including 
indoor climate control.
Three curtain walls give the 
façade a harmonic, playful ap-
pearance. They are constructed 
with Reynaers CW 60 Solar 

system, an integrated photo-
voltaic curtain wall system that 
produces energy through the 
conversion of sunlight - and even 
artificial light - into electricity. 
This system features fixing and 
facing strips specially designed 
to maximise light entry and mini-
mise shadows on the PV panels. 
The façades are made of glass 
and integrated solar panels and 
reflect the beautiful countryside 
of Val Thorens. In combination 
with the luxurious interior, the 
result is a unique hotel with 
great appeal that will serve the 
region well. 

hoTel alTapura  
Architect: Studio arch, Tresserve
Client: hôtel altapura, Val Thorens
Fabricator: Serag aluminium, Montbonnot-
Saint-Martin
Reynaers system: CW 60 Solar

SHOWCASE
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Floating lofts

 AmsterdAm (NL) — In 
Amsterdam’s Zuidas 
development area, 
five architectural firms 
collaborated on the 
development of what is 
known as the Gershwin, 
Cluster III district. With 
its nine storeys, the 
Django building (block 
8) designed by KCAP 
Architects & Planners 
is the lowest city block 
among the surrounding 
high-rise buildings. 
Django comprises 108 
rental apartments, 
commercial spaces, a 
sunken garden, and an 
underground car park. 
The commercial spaces 
on the lower floors 
stand out with their 
printed glass façade, 
featuring a pattern 
reminiscent of a fringe 
of tall green reeds. This 
serves as a plinth for 
the two separate stone 
structures, finished in 
black stone masonry, 
that house the apart-
ments. These feature 
large windows and a 
repeating yet slightly 
staggered pattern 
of anodised window 
frames and balconies 
that dominate the build-
ing’s powerful, sculp-
tural appearance. 
The Miles building 
(block 7), designed by 
architects Bedaux de 
Brouwer and nominated 
for the 2012 Amsterdam 

Architecture Prize, also 
includes commercial 
space and more than 
seventy stylish homes 
with large outdoor are-
as and parking facilities. 
They not only created 
apartments and pent-
houses but also town 
houses and two-storey 
lofts that float above 
the water of Amster-
dam’s Boelegracht. An 
innovative, sustainable 
climate control system 
also enables residents 
to enjoy energy cost 
reductions of up to 
70%. Reynaers supplied 
window and sliding 
door systems for both 
buildings.

GershwiN ApArtmeNts, 
miLes buiLdiNG (bLock 7)
Architect: bedaux de brouwer 
Architecten, Goirle
Main contractor: era contour, 
Zoetermeer
Fabricator: hendriks 
Geveltechniek bv, Veenendaal 
Reynaers systems: cs 68,  
tp 110

GershwiN ApArtmeNts, 
djANGo buiLdiNG (bLock 8)
Architect: kcAp Architects & 
planners, rotterdam
Main contractor: era contour, 
Zoetermeer
Fabricator: hendriks 
Geveltechniek bv, Veenendaal
Reynaers systems: cs 68, 
cp 96
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Boulder-like university library
 Vilnius (lT) — The city centre of 

Vilnius is dotted with Baroque 
buildings, and the university, one 
of the oldest in Eastern Europe, 
is no exception. The central 
campus is a collection of build-
ings from the 16th, 17th, and 18th 
centuries. The new library, de-
signed by Paleko ARCH studija, 
ushers the university into a new 

era. The building is designed to 
facilitate the modern approach 
to learning and research and 
forms the first building block of 
a future knowledge complex on 
the outskirts of the city. 
Access to the library is via a 
spacious paved plaza, recessed 
slightly below grade. The stone 
steps along the edges of the 

plaza call to mind the ascending 
rows of benches in an amphi-
theatre and serve a secondary 
function as an informal meeting 
place. Unlike the plaza, which 
is designed as a social meeting 
place, the three boulder-like 
building structures serve as bea-
cons of peace and tranquillity. 
The sloping walls are executed 

6
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in a neutral palette and include 
terracotta and glass. The thin 
ribbons of glass at the buildings’ 
various levels create a façade 
suggestive of the horizontal 
layers of sedimentary rock. 
From the interior they provide 
a limited view of the plaza and 
adjacent intersection, distract-
ing students as little as possible 

from their studies. Where the 
building borders a dense pine 
forest, the façades are made of 
glass, with narrow profile strips 
from the CW 50 and CS 68 
Reynaers systems providing an 
unobstructed view. The central 
hall, which connects the three, 
four, and five storey structures, 
consists mainly of glass. The 

7

achieved effect is to make the 
boundary between outdoors and 
indoors virtually indistinguish-
able. This is emphasised by the 
paving that continues from the 
plaza into the hall. The resulting 
studio-like space immediately 
impresses upon the visitor an 
understanding that the library is 
not static but rather a dynamic, 
contemporary institution.

Vilnius uniVersity library
Architect: Paleko arCH studija, Vilnius
Client: Vilnius university
Main contractor: yit Kausta, Kaunas
Fabricator: Duru sistemos, Kaunas
Reynaers systems: CW 50, CW 50 Flush 
roof Vents, Cs 68



Multifunctional 
is the new sMart
coral reefs as underwater structures 
are not only aesthetic, but also Multi-
functional. they provide food for fishes, 
are a safe hoMe for Marine species, pro-
tect the shoreline and even provide life-
saving drugs for diseases like aids. as one 
of the Most diverse ecosysteMs on earth, 
coral reefs act as a Metaphor for Mul-
tifunctional, innovative and intelligent 
buildings of today’s architecture. 
Text: Indira van ’t Klooster
Photography: Dreamstime, iStockphoto
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Now that the façade has become an integral 
element in the way a building works, windows are 
no longer relegated to the last minute details that 
are given little thought until the end of the building 
process. Today, specialists in a growing number of 
different disciplines are working together, enabling 
them to continually develop new technical innova-
tions. The relevant question is no longer ‘What is 
the architect’s intention?’ but rather ‘What is the 
building capable of?’ Glass is getting smarter, and 
serving an ever increasing number of functions. We 
may be under the impression that these are recent 
developments, but the search for the polyvalent 
façade and integrated building management goes 
back to the Roman era. 

cucuMbers and geodesic doMes
The suitability of glass structures for harness-

ing heat has long been known. Roman emperors, 
for example, grew cucumbers in greenhouses. 

In the 18th century, Dutch greenhouses already 
had intelligent climate control systems based on 
ventilation and temperature control. However, the 
greenhouse only truly became an architectural 
challenge when the glass buildings began to be de-
signed to accommodate large numbers of visitors 
and thus had to serve more than one function. The 
Crystal Palace, designed by Joseph Paxton for the 
1851 World’s Fair in London and which served as 
the inspiration for the Palm House at Kew Gardens, 
was built in typical 19th century Victorian style, yet 
functionality was paramount. Crystal Palace had a 
floor area of 92,000 m2 with dimensions of 564 x 
124 metres, and reached 39 metres at its high-
est point. The glass and iron structure consisted 
largely of prefabricated and standardised parts 
produced in blast furnaces and glass factories. The 
glass building also featured ingenious ventila-
tion shafts and underground heating systems to 
regulate the temperature. Since then, especially 

eden project with 
self-supporting 
geodesic domes 

3

the acrylic 
skin of united 
states pavilion

2

beautiful con-
struction of the 
crystal palace 
in london

3

philip  
Johnson’s 
glass house

2



with the introduction of acrylic plastics, breathtak-
ingly beautiful constructions have been created, 
examples of which include the United States Pavil-
ion in Montreal in 1967 and John Portman’s Hyatt 
Regency House in Atlanta. At the Eden Project in 
Cornwall, the UK, the greenhouse concept has been 
taken to new heights. This complex consists of sev-
eral self-supporting geodesic domes constructed 
of hundreds of pentagonal and hexagonal panels 
having diameters as large as nine metres. The 
frame consists of galvanised steel tubes clad with 
three layers of ETFE thermoplastic film. Currently 
the Eden Project has planning permission to build a 
geothermal power plant that will generate enough 
heat and electricity for the entire complex and 
3.500 households in the immediate vicinity. 

sustainable house
But what if you wanted to live in it? In 1920 

this idea seemed very far away. Walter Benjamin 

spoke of it longingly: ‘To live in a glass house is a 
revolutionary virtue par excellence. It’s an intoxica-
tion, a moral exhibitionism, that we badly need!’ 
Philip Johnson’s Glass House from 1948 fulfilled 
the wildest dreams. This all-glass house, inspired by 
the work of Mies van der Rohe, builds on the ideas 
of Paul Scheerbart (1914). The beautiful view of 
the surroundings and the high construction costs 
elicited Johnson’s famous declaration: ‘I have very 
expensive wallpaper’. This house was far from en-
ergy efficient, yet it motivated other architects to 
take the idea further, searching for more sustain-
able variants. In 2000, German architect Werner 
Sobek designed his house, the R128, in Stuttgart. 
This four-story house is fully recyclable, CO2 
neutral, and energy self-sufficient. The modular 
façades consist of triple-glazed glass panels with 
a U-value of 0.4 W/m²K. In Amsterdam, architect 
Hans van Heeswijk designed a house of his own in 
2011. This project made use of heat and cold stor-

11

palm house:  
victorian iron and 
glass structure
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Metallic screen 
with moving 
geometric motifs 
of the institute du 
Monde arabe 
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when a building and a façade actually 
work together, we talk of self-thinking 
MechanisMs that can do virtually 
everything

the world’s first 
circular skyscraper 
in abu dhabi 

6



age in the ground, a heat pump and solar collectors 
on the roof. Sustainability was addressed through 
an efficient and compact design, good insulation, 
effective use of available energy, and the use of 
natural materials.

The pursuit of multifunctional façades and 
grand architectural success can be seen in high-
rise buildings. After all, this is where glass façades, 
construction, safety, fire regulations, daylight and 
climate control finally come together. They are 
both architecturally spectacular and technically 
innovative. Ultimately, all who design skyscrap-
ers with glass façades are indebted to Mies van 
der Rohe and the glass tower he envisioned in 
1920. Although nowadays we would include many 
more functions in all those square metres of glass, 
his design, although never realised, contributed 
greatly to the belief that such architecture would 
be the future and it still inspires us today.

crystal palaces
The next step is the Crystal Cathedral, based 

on another design by again Philip Johnson. Start-
ing with a structure consisting of 10.000 rectan-
gular panes of silver glass glued together with sili-
cone adhesive, Johnson designed a glass cathedral 
that was not only a new interpretation of the Gothic 
church, but was also capable of withstanding an 
earthquake measuring 8.0 on the Richter scale. 
Imagine that: a glass façade being able to with-
stand an earthquake! Another extra task for the 
façade emerged: the control of the daylight enter-
ing the building.The most efficient way to achieve 
this is by applying external sunscreening systems. 
These systems reduce the need for air conditioning 
without compromising the advantages of daylight 
entering the building. In 1982 Jean Nouvel found 
an amazing way of doing just that in the Institut 
du Monde Arabe in Paris. This building comprises 
27.000 metallic diaphragms that regulate the 
amount of sunlight entering the building. Nowa-
days we often use louver systems set in aluminium 
mounted on the outside of the façade, offering the 
most effective sun shading solution.

More functions
In the 1990s, the fusion of botanical systems 

and high-rise techniques reached a new summit in 
Norman Foster’s Commerzbank in Frankfurt. This 

sixty-storey building is divided into sections, each 
with four floors and each with a winter garden. The 
double-walled glass façade has opening windows 
on the inside wall. The space between the two walls 
serves as a massive heat storage system which, 
utilising the heat storage capacity of the concrete 
floor, is a key element in the climate control system 
for the entire building. In Sofia the Sopharma 
Litex Towers are a good example of how all these 
improvements can be taken one step further. The 
Litex Towers are a double-glazed, closed cavity 
façade, with solar blinds incorporated into the 
cavity. The outside is a single layer of transparent 
glass. The inner side of the façade has a transpar-
ent layer of tempered double glass. The façade 
provides optimised heat transmission by using 
blinds that control UV rays, reflecting them in the 
summer and using them to help heat the building in 
the winter. 

The concept, called an ‘adaptive façade’, 
comprises five working regimes. The buildings have 
their own meteorological station that reports the 
changing climate conditions, making it possible 
to adjust the building’s behaviour individually in 
different parts of the building. At the same time 
users have direct control over the environment of 
their office in terms of light, ventilation and heat. 
The Puerta Venecia (L35 Arquitectos, 2012) and 
the Lazika municipal building (Architects of Inven-
tion, 2012) have also benefited from the knowledge 
gained in these projects. Today, the double-layered 
façade has become so familiar that engineers and 
architects have started looking for new bounda-
ries. Al Dar Headquarters in Abu Dhabi by MZ 
Architects, completed in 2010, is the world’s first 
circular skyscraper. It has a system that sends the 
waste in the building directly to a local waste treat-
ment centre for recycling. Technological innovation 
now goes more deeply into the possibilities for 
the use of bulletproof glass and the integration of 
ever smarter building automation. Labs are looking 
further into the development of façades that store 
energy or convey information. When thinking about 
what could happen when a building and a façade 
actually work together in a close relationship, we 
understand that we should talk not of buildings, but 
of self-thinking mechanisms that can do virtually 
everything.   

13
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Forms in  
a lagoon

ZaragoZa, 
spain

text: Sander Laudy
photography: 
Marçal Font

puerto 
Venecia 
shopping 
centre



puerto Venecia shopping centre, 
located on the southern outskirts 
of Zaragoza, is a fairly unique 

combination of sleek modern forms and an 
idyllic-looking morphology. the many build-
ing volumes that collectively form the com-
plex vary in height, feature different façade 
materials, and range in shape from slanting 
to straight to round.

Yet this diversity is never disturbing, 
because the overall architecture – including 
the choice of materials and carefully selected 
colour palette – creates unity. The architec-
tural firm, L35, led by José Ignacio Galán and 
Jose Luis Martínez, has thus created a coher-
ent, serene visual ambience in which each 
individual shop in this shopping centre is given 
a place of its own.

The reference to Venice is reflected in the 
heart of the complex. Here we find a scenic 

16

the scenic 
landscape 
lagoon has a 
reference to 
Venice
4

landscaped lagoon, complete with a fringe 
of reeds. Around it runs a promenade from 
which the visitor enters the different parts 
of the complex. Because the emphasis in the 
perception of the whole is so explicitly focused 
on the exterior, the challenge is then to make 
the inside of the centre as light and open as 
possible. The concept of the ‘indoor street’ 
is a generally accepted structure for shop-
ping centres, but in many cases these spaces 
appear to be oversized corridors rather than 
streets. Here it is the careful design of the sky-
lights and façade openings allowing the entry 
of light that determine the extent to which a 
design succeeds or fails.   

sculptural light wells
Designing for an environment beneath the 

Spanish sun has its pros and cons. Control of 
the incidental sunlight is important to prevent 
excessive light contrasts. Northern light and 

the choice oF window and door Frames was 
clearly Very important so as to guarantee  
the open Feel oF the interior
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puerto Venecia 
is a unique
combination of 
sleek modern 
forms and an
idyllic-looking 
morphology
2
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the architectural Firm has created a coherent, 
serene Visual ambience in which each indiVidual  
shop is giVen a place oF its own
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the architects 
create the illusion 
that the roof is 
floating

6

the inclined façade 
is slightly tilted 

4

the choice of  
materials and  
colours create 
unity

indirect light are therefore essential, and in 
Puerto Venecia this was realised through 
sculptural light wells and corrugated glass 
façade surfaces on the north side. For these 
elements, the choice of window and door 
frames was clearly very important so as to 
guarantee the open feel of the interior. 

For this reason, Reynaers CW 50 profiles 
were used for the large façade surfaces of 
the different curtain walls, such as the strik-
ing undulating roof of the main gallery in the 
northern flank of the complex. This visually-
prominent architectural structure naturally 
required a solution that would minimise aes-
thetic disruption of the underlying glass sur-
face where the supporting columns coincide 
with the frames and where the automatically 
opening windows were to be located. The 
narrow CW 50 profiles and the large window 
dimensions work together to create the illu-
sion from the inside that the roof is floating 

above the clouds drifting by outside. From 
the outside this building defines the Puerto 
Venecia skyline and attains a scale that 
makes it part of the landscape. The slender 
lines of the frames disappear completely in 
the reflected sky, partly because the façade 
is slightly tilted. These aspects reinforce the 
sculptural quality of this façade.

points oF light
In the south-east wing of the complex 

is a block with another indoor street where 
bringing in natural light has once again 
served as a leitmotif for the interior design. 
Here, however, a series of square light wells 
are integrated into a flat roof. They are 

5

a series of 
square light 
wells are inte-
grated into a 
flat roof
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6

the building  
volumes that  
collectively form  
the complex vary  
in height, façade
materials and  
shape

a: inclined 
vertical  
section  
transom

4

5

Façade: sections  
a and b

b: horizontal  
section motorized 
top hung window

8

1  Motorized top hung 
element

2  Motor
3  Steel substructure
4  Louvre system Moorea
5  EPDM gasket
6  CW 50 alu on steel

2

3 5 6

1
1

4

6

3

B B

A

A
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painted red-orange outside and white inside to 
maximise reflected sunlight. For days with less 
sun and evenings, the design includes dozens 
of small electric lights so these elements can 
also function as oversized lamps. At the top 
of these wells, Reynaers CW 50 profiles have 
again been used and here they promote the 
sense of uninterrupted contact with the out-
side, yet in this part of the complex the objec-
tive is daylight and not panoramic views.

Those views and the contact with the cen-
tral outdoor space, the lagoon, are recurring 
themes found elsewhere in the building, and 
there, too, Reynaers frames are present, inte-
grated into the clean-lined window surfaces. 
There, with their naturally anodised look 
colour (RAL 9006), they reinforce the modern 

character of the complex yet again. Moreover, 
they contribute to the fact that despite its 
fragmented make up and the diverse architec-
tural expressions of its individual parts, the 
overall concept behind this immense shopping 
centre always remains clear for the visitor.   

puerto Venecia shopping centre
Architect: l35 arquitectos, barcelona
Main contractor: eurofund investments Zaragoza sl, (british 
land, london and orion capital managers, Zaragoza)
Fabricator: acieroid, barcelona
Reynaers systems: cw 50, cw 50 alu on steel, cs 59,  
cs 59pa/cd, es 50, moorea
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Sculpture on 
Steel legS

lazika, 
georgia  

Text: Viveka van de 
Vliet
Photography: 
Nakanimamasakhlisi 
Photo Lab 

lazika  
Municipality
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How unique it must be for a city to 
consist of just one building. For now, 
that is the case in lazika, a new 

city being developed along the coast of the 
Black Sea in georgia. the young British  
and georgian architectural firm architects 
of invention realised a steel municipal build-
ing that consists of a public Service Hall, a 
wedding hall, terrace and offices. through 
their vision, a floating sculptural building on 
steel legs arose from the marshland.

The first building to be constructed in Lazi-
ka had to be a municipal building, where work 
on the urban development for the future city 
could take place. After all, Lazika is intended 
to become one of Georgia’s largest cities. At 
least that is what the client, the Ministry of 
Justice of Georgia, is hoping for. 

 ‘We wanted to maintain a close connec-
tion to the natural surroundings: the wetland 
environment,’ said Niko Japaridze, co-founder of 
Architects of Invention. ‘In these kinds of damp, 
marshy environments, the traditional huts were 
built on stilts rather than a foundation. This kept 
the houses dry, and ventilation was provided 
from beneath.’

This was the springboard for creating a 
series of floating objects that hark back to 
the local architecture in these wetlands. Yona 
Friedman’s ‘Spatial City’ also served as inspira-
tion. The Hungarian-born French architect built 
floating cities on massive pillars, an idea put in 
practice in some of the world’s largest cities in 
and around the 1960s. In the Georgian project 
we also see various structural volumes which 
are supported by a steel frame that is integrated 
into all parts of the design.
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“The challenge was to create a sculptural 
building out of a single material. Because 
time was extremely tight – the 1500 m2 
municipal building was built in just 168 days 
– prefabricated steel was the best solution. 
This is therefore the first building in Georgia 
clad entirely with steel sheeting, with the 
structural volumes ‘floating’ on a steel stilt 
construction,” explains Japaridze. For the 
three individual volumes, the stairs, and the 
lift, however, Reynaers’s CW 50-SC and CS 77 
glass systems are used. 

inviSiBly linked voluMeS 
“The starting point was not the mass, but 

rather the empty space – as a metaphor for 
the city that is yet to come: the emptiness, 
where no memory exists to which the mass 
can relate”, says Japaridze. So, instead of 

the first building 
in georgia clad 
entirely with steel 
sheeting
1

3

‘Floating’ on steel 
stilts

different functions 
of the volumes
4

Public hall

Self service

Offices

Wedding

Civil Register
Agency

Prosecutors

Energetic’s

Technical
Storage
Archive

Cafetaria
WC
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3 

the vertical 
column of red 
glass conceals 
a lift

the curved line 
of the wedding 
hall resembles a 
horseshoe
4
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the volumes 
have different 
transparent 
colours and 
lots of daylight

the main  
entrance  
with a public 
function
4
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different 
volumes are 
placed on top 
of each other
1
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defining space within a volume, the architects 
turned it around: volumes are placed in an 
empty space. The three different volumes 
function independently of each other and 
each have a private entrance from the street. 
Internally, a nearly invisible connection has 
been established between them – the vertical 
column of red glass conceals a lift. When you 
get to the underlying space, it is like looking 
through a red lens; you experience the empti-
ness more than the solid form. 

The first volume on the ground floor is 
the main entrance with a public function. The 
second volume is a wedding hall with access 
to a large balcony. The third volume ‘floats’ 
twenty metres above the ground and consists 
of offices where the urban development work 
takes place. 

 The volumes each took on their own char-
acter, depending on the amount of daylight 
required. To make the public space inviting, 
maximum daylight was admitted: all four walls 
are transparent. The curved line of the wed-
ding hall resembles a horseshoe stuck into 
the building and provides a certain degree of 
dynamism. “In this ‘spaceship’ we saw a meta-
phor for the infinite time/space continuum of 
marriage,” say the architects. The wedding 
hall is a semi-transparent volume: floor, walls, 
and ceiling are made of the same material. Be-
cause the emphasis in the top layer is on work, 
we opted for a more enclosed mass of 35 by 35 
metres. The perforated steel plates that cover 
the façade of this volume protect against the 
intense sun; they allow around fifty per cent of 
the daylight to enter. 

Steel StiltS in tHe SwaMp
Together with the engineering firm Enge-

nuiti, a solution was devised to sink the eighty 
piles in the most problematic type of building 
ground: wetland. The ‘Structural Steel Framing 
Solution,’ as they call it, permitted the stilts on 
which the volumes rest to be ‘screwed’ into the 
ground to a depth of 25 metres, eliminating 
any concerns about potential earthquakes and 
the expected rise of sea levels due to global 
warming. 

With the establishment of an international 
port for tankers travelling east to west along the 
‘Silk Road’ and the navy, and a major economic 
and commercial centre, Lazika should become 
one of the largest cities in Georgia. But for now 
Lazika consists of just this lonely yet undeniably 
striking municipal building.  

lazika Municipality  
Architect: architects of invention, london-tbilisi
Client: Ministry of justice, georgia
Constructional engineer: engenuiti.com, london /  
progresi.com.ge, georgia
Main contractor: atak engineering, anagi ltd.
Fabricator: lg glass, tbilisi
Reynaers systems: cw 50-Sc, cS 77  

3 

view from the top 
volume

Facade system 
cw 50-Sc, 
mullion with ix 
of 2690 cm4

7
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6 

without any 
future develop-
ment, the 
lazika building 
will stay lonely 
at the shore

tHe ‘Structural Steel FraMing Solution’ 
perMitted tHe StiltS on wHicH tHe voluMeS reSt 
to Be ‘Screwed’ into tHe ground to a deptH oF 
25 MetreS
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A lAndmArk 
for students

mAnchester, 
united kingdom

Text: Andrew Guest
Photography:  
Jill Tate

student 
AccomodA-
tion



As the number of students in 
higher education in the uk 
steadily increases, so too does 

the need to provide them with accom-
modation. once upon a time universities 
themselves built ‘halls of residence’ but 
now the private sector has a growing 
share of an ever more competitive mar-
ket. ‘student castle’ is a new company 
specialising in student accommoda-
tion with a commitment to ‘change the 
perception of traditional private student 
accommodation by meeting 21st century 
student aspiration.’ 1 great marlborough 
street is its second scheme in the uk.

With approximately 110.000 students 
over its four universities Manchester is said 
to have the highest student population in 
Europe. By locating in the city centre what 
they believe is the tallest student accom-
modation in Europe, and what is definitely 
the third tallest building in Manchester, 
‘Student Castle’ have certainly made their 
mark. This 37-storey mark could easily have 
been a crude disfigurement, not just of the 
immediate location but of the whole city 
itself, but architects Hodder + Partners 
have sculpted an elegant solution which is 
strong and confident and at the same time 
carefully stated. 

The tight site is immediately adjacent 
to Oxford Road station and the viaduct 
that carries the main line railway through 
the city. At ground level there is a street 
pattern of largely 5-storey 19th century red-
brick industrial buildings, many converted 
to a wild mixture of apartments, clubs and 
bars, and through this the River Medlock 
winds its secretive course through the 
city. The base of the building is formed of 
a six-storey plinth which occupies the full 
22 meters depth of the site, and addresses 
the heights of the railway viaduct and 
the adjacent buildings to the east in New 
Wakefield Street. The majority of the build-
ing is placed above the plinth in a narrow 
structure that occupies less than fifteen 
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the mass is 
presented in a 
cluster of four 
towers each 
rising to a dif-
ferent height

1



metres of the site’s depth, facing east-west, 
parallel to Great Marlborough Street. The thin 
profile that the building presents to the north 
and the south, and the fact that the mass is 
presented in a cluster of four towers or slices 
each rising to a different height, all reduce 
the building’s potential dominance of its site. 
This ‘shearing’ of the mass is underlined by 
the architects ordering the windows that light 
the lift lobbies and the ends of the corridors 
on each floor in continuous vertical lines 
which mark the division between the four 
towers on each face of the building.

the base of  
the building  
is formed of 
a six-storey 
plinth

2

multiple fAces
Hodder + Partners have worked hard to 

give the multiple faces of the building inter-
est and dynamism. This is achieved partly by 
deeply profiled curtain walling and the careful 
organisation of the various components of 
windows, aluminium panels and room vents 
using the full capabilities of the Reynaers  
CW 50 and CW 60 systems, but also by the 
selective use of bronze-finished panels to re-
lieve the dominant palette of grey. The most 
distinctive feature of the building’s external 
form is the soft pattern of 450mm wide 

Architects hodder + pArtners hAve 
sculpted An elegAnt solution which is 
strong And confident And At the sAme 
time cArefully stAted

33
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the contrAst between the student AccomodAtion on 
1 greAt mArlborough street And the surrounding 
buildings in mAnchester is remArkAble
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ceramic tiles which clad the extensive un-
broken planes on all sides of the building. 
Made up of a random disposition of only 
four colours, this has the effect of merging 
the building into the Manchester skyline.

An ingenious internal configuration 
uses eleven different room or apartment 
shapes to provide a range of accommoda-
tion types for 540 students. Rooms are 
cleverly planned, with big windows - and 
big views. None of the windows can be 
opened (each room being separately 
ventilated) but the building still gained a 
BREEAM ‘Very Good’ classification, partly 
due to the extensive use of air-source heat 
pumps and heat exchange for both cooling 
and hot water, as well as Reynaers CS 68 
high performance three-chamber window 
system for insulation and air-tightness. Vi-
sion 50 doors provided on the ground floor 
are integrated into a 24/7 security control 
system where all users gain access through 
doors and into lifts by a numeric security 
system.

Although Manchester’s skyline is al-
ready pierced by a variety of smaller towers 
rising above Victorian mills, factories and 
insurance company headquarters, 1 Great 
Marlborough Street is a new feature on the 
Manchester skyline that marks a new phase 
in the development of the city, putting a 
new economy at the top of its agenda.   

student AccomodAtion 1 greAt mArlborough 
street
Architects: hodder + partners, manchester
Client: student castle, manchester
Main contractor: shepherd construction, manchester
Façade Engineer: cladtech, farnborough
Reynaers systems: cw 50, cw 60, cs 68, es 50, vision 50

horizontal 
profile section 
transom A
4

1 Bespoke solution face cap transom
2 Bespoke solution face cap mullion
3 Cavity
4 Transom
5 Terracotta tile rain screen
6 Flush effect

  BREEAM ‘very good’ label for sustainable buildings

systems:
  Combination of CW 50 and CW 60 relative to specific load 
requirements 
  Windows: ES 50, CS 68
  Doors: Vision 50

project description:
  Bespoke mullion cap with a depth of 405 mm
  Bespoke capping to create flush look of the aluminium panels 
with the curtain wall cap profiles
  A gap was included underneath the bespoke capping to assist 
with the cleaning strategy of the building  
  Wind loads on the project of up to 2000 N/m²

glazing:
Various glass sizes: 

  2665 mm x 1300 mm  
  2110 mm x 2385 mm 
  3200 mm x 1650 mm 

project solution

4

13

2



bespoke cap 
profiles ensure 
that the insulated 
aluminium panels 
glaze flush with the 
curtain wall cap 
profiles
4

3

Accomodation 
with a 21st 
century  
student  
aspiration
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Natural  
architecture

Serock, 
polaNd

Text: Maciej 
Czarnecki
Photography:  
Piotr Kopyt

Narvil 
hotel 



the Narvil hotel is a new luxuri-
ous recreational complex, built 
in the small city of Serock, 

forty kilometres from Warsaw. one of the 
important aspects of the investment is 
its location within a unique landscape. 
the Narvil hotel is situated by the Narew 
river, near Zegrzyńskie lake and is 
surrounded by an oak and pine forest. 
there are also other holiday resorts and 
beaches nearby, which have been the 
preferred holiday destinations of Warsaw 
residents for many years.

The design of the KM Rubaszkiewicz 
studio was realised between 2010 and 

2012. The facility was designed by archi-
tects Konrad Rubaszkiewicz and Monika 
Ambrożej in cooperation with architects 
Anna Wilk and Rafał Pieton. The Narvil 
hotel is characterised by its wide range of 
services, its luxurious standards, and the 
high quality of its furnishings. It offers its 
clients a wide range of attractions. The 
hotel part consists of 332 rooms and apart-
ments. There is a large swimming pool with 
saunas, SPA parlours, and a lounge section. 
The complex offers various forms of sport 
facilities such as a gym, squash, bowling, 
and billiards. The extensive food and bever-
age services include a cafe, a restaurant, 
and one large three-floor banquet restau-

the dyNamicS of the coNStructioN have beeN 
highlighted With the White colour of the 
elemeNtS betWeeN WiNdoWS

40



the use of  
natural  
materials are 
complemented 
with green 
roofing

4

rant which can accommodate up to 450 
people in a 600 m2 area at one time. 

The Narvil is also a large conference 
centre which offers all services necessary 
for various kinds of conferences, seminars, 
training sessions, and other events. The 
complex consists of 32 conference halls 
situated on three floors. The largest has 
an area of 1,650 m2, is six metres high, and 
can be divided into six smaller rooms. The 
conference section is equipped with all nec-
essary appliances and multimedia systems.

In the vicinity of the complex there are 
tennis courts and a multi-storey car park. 
Green areas around the hotel allow guests 
to relax and spend leisure time surrounded 

by natural landscapes. A beach is situated 
at the bank of the Narew River. There are 
plans for the construction of a marina in 
the coming years, which will enable guests 
to enjoy water sports.

The area around the project has great 
potential. In 1963, a large impoundment 
lake was created at the convergence of two 
rivers. It became known as Zegrzyńskie 
Lake. In the years that followed, the area 
around the artificial lake was built up with a 
multitude of recreational centres, mari-
nas, and sports facilities. Many of them no 
longer able to fulfil their primary functions 
after all those years. Some have been 

41
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the geometric texture of the façade WaS iNSpired 
by tree braNcheS
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tic element of 
the building is
the façade 
with a com-
plex, dynamic 
structure
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3

the fusion of 
nature and 
architecture

closed, some demolished, and the rest are 
still functioning but offer a lower stand-
ard of services. A new hotel may presage 
the future reconstruction of the tourism 
potential of the area. It is certain to be an 
inspiration for other investors.

The Narvil hotel boldly clashes with the 
natural landscape. Its architecture could 
not be further from the local character. 
Only remote connotations with the modern-
ist style of the nearby recreational centres 
can be observed. The hotel is much more 
modern in style than could have been 
expected by contemporary projects in the 
area. The architects have processed fash-
ionable worldwide architectural forms in an 
original manner, at the same time retaining 
a significant dose of restraint. They have 
utilised modern technology without forget-

ting the unique natural pattern of the area.

orgaNic façade 
A characteristic element of the building is 

the façade with a complex, dynamic structure. 
According to the main design assumptions, 
it constitutes a reflection of the forest. The 
geometric texture of the façade was inspired 
by tree branches. The use of this organic 
structure allowed the designers to clearly 
contrast the generally-accessible conference 
and recreational section from the residential 
wing of the building. The construction of such 
a complex glazing form required advanced 
technology and perfect mastery of the de-
tails. 

An important element of the design was 
the clear separation of the organic structure 
from the simple forms utilised in other parts 
of the building. The dynamics of the construc-

a characteriStic elemeNt of the buildiNg iS the 
façade With a complex, dyNamic Structure
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3

fashionable  
architectural 
forms 

tion have been highlighted with the white 
colour of the elements between windows. 
Other parts of the building possess a 
simple pattern of windows, or become a 
background for such an expressive form 
by being collared in darker tones. In order 
to further highlight the horizontal compo-
sition, large horizontal glass panels and 
transparent glass railings have been used, 
which on the arches of the terraces are 
composed of bent glass.

The Narvil hotel has been constructed 
with the use of natural materials. Stone, 
wood, glass, and concrete are complement-
ed with green roofing, terraces overgrown 
with natural flora, and special shaping of 
the surrounding landscape, which allowed 
the fusion of nature and architecture. 
Many old trees have been preserved. They 
are visible from inside the building thanks 

to the transparent façades. As an effect, 
the use of advanced technologies allowed 
emphasis of the qualities of the surround-
ing natural landscape, which is especially 
significant in the case of recreational and 
holiday facilities. 

Narvil hotel
Architect: km rubaszkiewicz Sp. z o.o., Warsaw 
Main developer: budimex S.a., Warsaw 
Fabricator: bogard ryszard Szulc i Wspólnicy, Warsaw
Reynaers systems: cW 50, cW 50-Sc , cS 77, cS 59pa,  
cp 155-lS
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Business 
centre in  
façade suit

Kiev, 
uKraine

Text: Kseniya 
Dmytrenko
Photography: 
Alexander Koval,  
Oleg Gerasymenko

101 toWer 
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Located not far from the his-
torical quarter with the national 
university and Botanical garden, 

the business centre 101 tower successfully 
combines in its design functional and aes-
thetic properties. compact and elegant, 
the building encompasses 61,850 m² of 
total floor area and offers plenty of public 
space for its inhabitants as well as outside 
visitors, including a restaurant, fitness 
centre, bank, and parking facilities. the 
special feature of the centre is its glass 
and aluminium façade: equipped with a 
unique pattern of silvery strips, it turns a 
typical office building into an outstanding 
architectural landmark of the ukrainian 
capital.

the building 
is wearing a 
stripped blue 
suit

4

The tower had to comprise 32 floors and 
a five-level underground car park. However, 
as the building lot was located within the 
Lybed River floodplain, the initial plan was 
rejected due to the high cost of construction 
works. Finally, the aboveground car parks 
were incorporated into a high-rise volume of 
27 floors standing on a six-storey stylobate 
(the top step of the stepped platform on 
which temple colums used to be erected).

From the viewpoint of interior layout,  
101 Tower is a typical office building, designed 
with the maximum efficiency of floor area. 
The centre comprises a functional core with 
ten elevators and blocks of bathroom units. 
Each storey contains 1,500 m² of flexible 
office space with various possibilities for 
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a typical office 
building is 
turned into an 
outstanding 
architectural 
landmark of 
the ukrainian 
capital
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the car parK is covered With gLass in an uLtramarine 
tone so that it fits perfectLy into the Business 
appearance of the BuiLding
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the high-rise 
volume of 
27 floors is 
standing on 
a six-storey 
stylobate
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inner division and rental. Two scissor stairs 
were also incorporated in order to cut down 
the area of the functional premises of the 
building.

Despite its strict economy, the tower is 
perceived as an open and lively space not 
only by its inhabitants but also by outside 
visitors. Entering the building through a 
revolving door, one arrives in the transpar-
ent hall with a gorgeous empty area and a 
calm combination of grey, white, and silver 
surfaces. The exterior is visible in its entirety 
thanks to a glazed curtain wall. There is a 
cosy corner in which to stop and rest, and 
there is also a restaurant, a bank, a florist’s 
and a beauty salon. The building attracts 
additional visitors with its 3,500 m² fitness 
centre on the sixth floor, which includes a 
25-metre swimming pool among other sport 
and leisure facilities. The conference hall on 
the seventh floor makes it a hospitable place 
for organising large corporate and public 
events. The multi-level car park for 259 vehi-
cles is also available for guest use.

unique façade 
With plenty of public and service prem-

ises, the tower has certainly enlivened the 
marginal storage zone with nearby old 
industrial buildings and a heating plant. How-
ever, the developers also aimed at creating 
distinguished architecture features for the 
building, which could be achieved through 
a unique façade appearance. Initially there 
were about ten versions of façade design; 
ultimately, an ultra-modern concept was 
chosen, proposed by architecture group 
Archimatika and developed by architectural 
firm A.Koval The material and engineering 
solution of fabricator Evroviknobud was cho-
sen through the highly competitive tender 
procedure. 

The curtain wall systems used on the fa-
çade are considered to be the optimal choice 
for this type of building. Structural, energy-
efficient glazing with top hung, outward 
opening windows provides safety and at the 
same time does not limit an architect’s crea-

tivity. It was a challenge to put the eightteen 
opening parts on each floor, with a weight 
of 300 kg per window. The main challenge, 
however, was to design silvery strips spread 
across the façade in an irregular pattern. 
Searching for a solution, the fabricators 
finally rejected a previously used version 
with blind cassettes. Instead, the strips were 
painted onto the outside of the installed glaz-
ing using the screen printing method. On one 
hand this made it possible to pursue an outer 
visual effect of rhythmical strips, whilst on 
the other hand maximising the view through 
the façade from within the building (creating 
a vertical louver effect). 

The glazing of the stylobate is of a dif-
ferent type: it combines vertical and inclined 
glass planes reflecting the diverse surround-
ings of the building. The car park is covered 
with glass in an ultramarine tone so that 
it fits perfectly into the strictly business 
appearance of the building. During the day 
the impression that the building is wearing 
a stripped blue suit makes it an attractive 
newcomer near the central railway station, 
whereas at sunset the mass of the façade 
gradually disappears and only ‘northern 
lights’ are left shimmering in the night.    

101 toWer Business centre 
Architects: architecture office a. Koval, architecture group 
archimatika (façade concept), Kiev
Investor: K.a.n development, Kiev
Contractor: K.a.n stroy, Kiev
Fabricator: evroviknobud, Kiev
Reynaers systems: cW 50, cs 77
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at sunset the mass of the façade 
graduaLLy disappears and onLy ‘northern 
Lights’ are Left shimmering in the night
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the building 
has a unique 
façade appear-
ance



innovations

new folding door 
  
 People are continuously looking for new  
 ways to increase their living space, or at  
 least give it the feeling of being bigger. 
the innovative new Cf 68 folding door sys-
tem makes that possible. Cf 68 is the smaller 
sibling of the Cf 77 system. it has numerous 
opening possibilities, similar to Cf 77, but has 
a maximum height of 2.5 metres as opposed to 
the three metres possible with the Cf 77.

natural light
CF 68 allows you to optimise your space, because 
when open, the folding wall can be stored com-
pletely out of the way, unlike a standard sliding 
door. This lets in large amounts of natural light, 
and it makes outdoors and indoors seem like a 
single transparent whole. As a result, CF 68 is 
perfectly suited for use in living rooms as well as in 
restaurants and bars with a terrace. 

the folding 
door can be 
stored com-
pletely out of 
the way
2
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new

aesthetic design combined with performances
CF 68 has an aesthetic and elegant design. The 
locking system makes it possible to use the first 
panel of the folding door as an entrance without 
interrupting the streamlined look of the folding 
system. 

In terms of thermal performance, CF 68 does just 
as well as the CF 77 system. The system provides a 
high level of thermal insulation, with a Uf value as 
low as 2.25 W/m²K. Both double and triple glazing 
are possible with a glass thickness of between 24 
and 52 mm. 
In addition, the CF 68 system offers new profiles 
and accessories and an adjustable frame which is 
specially designed for folding door systems, as well 
as four different floor solutions: from completely 

the folding door 
without interruPting the 
streamlined look of the 
folding system
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Cf 68 Concept 
folding
4

flush with the floor to one providing high 
watertightness levels, suitable for coastal 
residences and tall apartment buildings. 

Purity handles
The door closure works in the same way as 
the CF 77. The elegantly shaped Purity han-
dles can be used. These exclusive handles 
are made from the new material Pura™*, 
for which Reynaers has obtained exclusive 
usage rights worldwide. Purity was already 
available for doors, windows, and sliding 
doors, and now it is available for these fold-
ing doors as well.

eXtended fire Proof 
range

In an emergency situation such as a fire in a  
building, the number one priority is the safety  
of the people inside. Reynaers offers a wide  
range of fire-proof solutions for façades  
(CW 50-FP), partition walls, and doors  
(CS 77-FP). Recent technical developments 
have also made it possible to use very large 
glass elements in fire-resistant doors and parti-
tion walls. 

fire resistance
Fire-resistant partition walls and doors are 

often used for escape routes. Depending on 
the class required, the Reynaers systems can 
guarantee insulation and integrity of these 
escape routes for as much as 30 to 60 minutes, 
enabling people to leave the building safely. 
When used between different rooms, the doors 
and fixed glass walls (CS 77-FP) retard the rate 
at which the fire can spread throughout the 
building. Elements in the outer façade such as 
doors, fixed glass elements and façade systems 
protect neighbouring buildings and retard the 
rate at which the fire can spread to higher 
floors in the same building. 

extreme dimensions
The challenge is combining safety with freedom 
in architecture. In order to meet this challenge, 

fire-proof 
solutions for 
large glass  
elements
1
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innovations

high PerformanCe  
Conservatory solution

The TR 200 system, used for verandas, 
conservatories, and glass roofs, consists of 
insulated aluminium T profiles. The latest inno-
vation allows that the supporting profiles which 
hold the glazing now bear a heavier load. As a 
result, it is possible to use glass of up to 61 mm 
thick. In other words, TR 200 can be used with 
triple glazing, so heat is retained even better. 
Adding foam also significantly improves the 
insulation value, from Uf 3.4 to 1.9 W/m²K.

renaissance, functional, elipse
TR 200 is characterised by a minimalist, flat 
design on the interior side. Combined with the 
possibility of large spans of up to four metres, 
this creates the desired feeling of space and 
ensures that a maximum amount of light can 

enter. The aluminium tube profiles for the 
exterior of the conservatory are available in 
three different styles: Renaissance (with con-
tour in relief), Functional (straight), and Ellipse 
(curved). The option of using different styles 
will create the desired look for the exterior.  
TR 200 can be combined with all window and 
door systems as well as sliding doors and 
recessed roof openings. 

tr 200 with triple 
glazing
2

the maximum dimensions of Reynaers' systems 
have been increased and the glass elements 
can now be up to 4 m high, alone or in com-
bination with doors. Safety and freedom of 
design are also made possible by the fact that 
the system and design are identical in both the 
standard and fire-resistant versions. Moreover 
both versions offer the same high system and 
quality guarantees. 
In addition, the range of fire-resistant profiles 
and accessories has been expanded; and col-
laborations are approved with new glass suppli-
ers. All of this allows more combinations with 
other Reynaers products.

approved lock range
Because in many cases fire resistance is a 

feature of escape routes in public buildings 
or offices, there are often additional require-
ments. The range of tested locks can be used 
with panic doors with a push rod (EN 1125) and 
emergency doors (EN 179), in their standard 
form or in combination with class 2 burglary 
resistance (EN RC2). 

improved performance at a competitive price
The use of high-quality cooling material and 
fire-resistant building foam, which can be ap-
plied quickly and simply, results in an improved 
performance, combined with lower material and 
production costs. This results in a competitively 
priced product range of the highest quality. 

Cs 77-fP ei30 
door
1
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introduCing: hi+ 

  reynaers has worked hard to  
optimise the insulation values for 
its most popular window and door

systems, Cs 86-hi and Cs 77. 
 
Cs 86-hi+ 
The improved CS 86-HI+ is a system for win-
dows, balcony doors, and flush doors which, 
with its high-performance thermal break, is 
ideal for low energy applications. Reynaers has 
succeeded in achieving an improvement of  
0.2 W/m²K, for a section with a visible height of 
117 mm, lowering the Uf-value to 1.4 W/m²K. 
This has been accomplished through three 
modifications. Whereas the thermal break in 
the aluminium profiles previously consisted 
mainly of polyamide, the intermediate space is 
now also filled with XPS. The glass is optimally 

positioned relative to the thermal break. An 
exterior glazing seal forms a tight envelope 
enclosing the glass. The result is an even 
greater thermal comfort.

Cs 77-hi+

A ‘plus’ version of the CS 77 is now also avail-
able: CS 77-HI+. Here, too, the space between 
the insulation chambers is filled, the glass 
is ideally positioned and a better-insulating 
glazing seal is added. The result is that a 
section with a visible height of 117 mm, now 
attains a Uf insulation value of 1.7 W/m²K.

es 50-hi+ 
ES 50 has received an update that signifi-
cantly improves the insulation of an outward 
opening window: a central gasket has been 
developed which thermally divides the zone 
between frame and vent into two chambers. 
Filling the space between the insulation strips 
and the addition of PEX foam under the glass 
results in an energy performance improve-
ment: the Uw value for ES 50-HI+ drops to  
1.4 W/m²K (window dimensions: 1.23 by  
1.48 metres, Ug= 1.0w W/m²K). 
Both the filling of the insulation chambers 
and the addition of foam under the glass can 
also be applied to the inward-opening win-
dows and flush doors, resulting in the same 
performance improvement.

new

Cs 86-hi+ side 
hung window
2
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LavaL, 
france

The modern boarding school is given 
a friendly, pleasant appearance by the 
application of a façade cladding consisting 
of square blocks in soft shades of green and 
yellow. The common areas are light and airy, 
while the bedrooms offer more privacy. 

Lycée agricoLe de LavaL (boarding schooL) 
Architects: Pellegrino gilbert, nantes, Pièces Montées 
architecture, Le Mans
Main contractor: conseil régional pays de la Loire, Laval
Fabricator: MaP, Laval
Reynaers systems: cW 86-veP, Xs 50, cd 50, bs 100
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isTanbuL, 
Turkey

The stylish apartment complex 
is built around an enchanting 
water garden. it is characterised 
by staggered glass balconies 
and large windows.  
The building achieved the Leed 
gold certificate, a dedicated 
label for sustainable buildings.

Tekfen boMonTi aParTMenTs
Architect: db architects, istanbul
Main contractor/investor: Tekfen real 
estate development and investment co. 
inc., istanbul
Fabricator: fyt aluminium, istanbul
Reynaers systems: cP 130-Ls, cW 50, 
cs 68
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This residential complex is a real show-
stopper. silver city owes its name to 
the prominent semicircular residential 
tower which is largely constructed out 
of silver reflective glass. This unusual 
tower is flanked on both sides by four 
multi-storey residential volumes with a 
tree pattern worked into the façade.

61

sofia, 
buLgaria

siLver ciTy ToWer residenTiaL 
coMPLeX 
Architect: cityscape studio, sofia
Main contractor: balkanstroy, sofia
Investor: silver city, Ltd
Fabricator: Tekso, sofia
Reynaers systems: cW 50, cW 50-ra,  
cs 77, cP 155-Ls, bs 40
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iLfov, 
roMania

This modern residence is 
characterised by a sense of 
being enclosed yet open. glass 
sliding doors combine the covered 
veranda and the interior into a 
fluid whole.

PrivaTe house
Architect: gabriel raicu, cub arhitect, 
bucharest
Fabricator: aluminium Promotion, Magurele, 
ilfov
Reynaers systems: cW 50-sc, cs 77,  
cP 130-Ls

references
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The dynamic street scenes are reflected in 
the expressive glass volume.

WrocLaW, 
PoLand

acadeMy of fine arTs in WrocLaW
Architect: Pracownia architektury głowacki, Wroclaw
Main contractor: hochtief Polska sa oddział Poznań, Warsaw
Investor: akademia sztuk Pięknych
Fabricator: riwal, nowe Miasto, Wroclaw 
Reynaers systems: cW 60-hi, cW 50-hi,  
cW 50-fP, cs 86-hi, cs 68
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Tehran, 
iran

The sports complex for 
people with a disability is 
characterised by a central 
series of windows flanked by 
smaller shuttered windows.

ghaMar e bani hasheM sPorTs coMPLeX for disabLed 
Architect: Mr arash-Mozaffari, Tehran
Main contractor: sang bon bana co., Tehran
Investor: Tehran Municipality cultural area development co., 
Tehran
Fabricator: kashaneh gostaran farda, Tehran 
Reynaers systems: cW 50, cs 59
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eureka forms a playful contrast 
to the two other buildings on 
the campus of the research park 
connected with the universitat 
autònoma de barcelona (uab). 
The stacked volumes house thirty 
research centres and institutes 
and approximately four thousand 
researchers. The use of brightly 
coloured glass gives eureka an 
airy appearance and offers a view 
into a large courtyard and the 
wider surroundings. What really 
stands out are the glass pedestrian 
bridges connecting eureka with 
other buildings, as well as the third 
floor, which resembles a piece of pie 
sticking out from the building. 

barceLona,
sPain

eureka research buiLding aT uab 
research Park in barceLona
Architect: gecsa ingeniería y obras, barcelona 
Main contractor: contratas y obras sa, 
barcelona
Investor: consorcio de la Zona franca de 
barcelona
Fabricator: acieroid sa, barcelona 
Reynaers systems: cW 50, es 50, cs 59-cd
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oosTkaMP, 
beLgiuM

The minimalist, modern office 
building is the calling card of the 
contracting company christiaens. 
The façade is characterised by 
wood-coloured block shapes and 
slightly receding window frames. 
The green glass sliding door 
which connects the offices to the 
courtyard is a prominent feature.

chrisTiaens office buiLding
Architect: salens architecten, bruges 
Main contractor: christiaens n.v., oostkamp
Fabricator: soete Pedro bvba, boezinge
Reynaers systems: cs 77, cP 155-Ls/hi
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Prague, 
cZech rePubLic

The sturdy new office building belongs 
to the second part of the city West 
business district. This new urban district 
in Prague, masterplanned by ahk 
architekti, is extensive. The total area will 
be 115 hectares with a vision to expand to 
even 600 hectares. in style the buiding 
is similar to the already existing offices, 
but is distinguished by its shapes, colours 
and details. The entire project should be 
completed around 2025 and contains 
apartments, villas, offices, restaurants, 
shops, schools, parks, and a river.

ZáPadní MěsTo (ciTy WesT) office buiLding 
Architects: ahk, Prague
Main contractor: vces, chrudim
Fabricator: nevsimal, nymburk
Investor: finep, Prague
Reynaers systems: cs 86-hi, cW 50
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